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Across

6. “maybe the earth gave me the 

_______”

7. Nyoda is a place where girls _____ 

who they are!

8. The Sunday song that has 6 what 

at play?

14. You sometimes sang this song 

before a meal

15. This song is typically sung at the 

end of the day.

16. This is what is left over in the fire 

pit after a campfire.

17. What is the call and response at 

the very beginning of council fire when 

we are all lined up?

18. The name of the round we sing 

with red wagons, bottle pops and shoes 

and boots.

19. What we sing at team games

23. “It’s a lick on a stick guaranteed 

to make you sick________”

24. We’re Nyoda campers 

______bunch of Trampers

Down

1. What is the pesty bug we sing 

about that buzz in our ear?

2. The _______ camp I ever did see 

it never goes a poking.

3. At goodnight circle we sing a song 

about quiet _______ apon the hill.

4. “ if all the _______ there were 

lemon drops and gum drops.

5. Breakfast item we like to sing 

about that we could eat by the ton.

9. The rain song that that talks 

about being happy as a what?

10. This song involves a cute guy 

“sipping (what) through a straw

11. What do we stand in to sing 

together at the end of the day.

12. We sing this at Council fire Flickr 

Flickr Flickr Flickr ______

13. “There’s a Lake in New Jersey 

with ______mountains around it”

20. “Camp Nyoda _____off to thee

21. I’m a tex I’m a tex I’m a Texas 

______”

22. “head, shoulders knees and 

______”


